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Disclaimer: 

• Concepts and definitions
• Lesson 1: 1964 vs 2020
• Lesson 2: History and legacy
• Lesson 3: Accessibility
• Lesson 4: Paralympic values
• Lesson 5: Para sports
• Lesson 6: New Zealand’s Para athletes
• Lesson 7: Mascot
• Lesson 8: Medals and Athlete’s village
• Lesson 9-10: Ad campaign

In this resource: 



Values Values are a person's or society’s beliefs  and ideas of what is important and acceptable behaviours.

Accessibility Making things such as public spaces and events as easily used or accessed by disabled people.

Courage Having the strength to continue, work hard, persevere, and withstand challenges, fear, or difficulty.

Determination The drive to continue trying to do something regardless of how difficult it is.

Equality Ensuring individuals or groups of individuals are not treated differently or less favourably based on gender, 
ethnicity, religion, race, disability, sexual orientation and other factors.

Inspiration The person or thing that motivates you to achieve your goals.

Diversity Understanding that each individual is unique, and recognising our individual differences. These can include 
race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, age, disability, religious beliefs, political beliefs and more.

Inclusion The idea that everyone should be able to use the same facilities, take part in the same activities, and enjoy
the same experiences and be treated fairly and equally.

Concepts and definitions



Akoranga tahi / Lesson 1: 

1964 vs 2020

Someity ©Tokyo 2020Image of 1964 medals ©Japanese Paralympic Committee



Hei mahi / Do now: 

Write down 5 things you 
know about Japan… 



Watch the videos and take notes in each box
THEN NOW

What was the Tokyo 1964 Paralympics like? What are some differences from the Tokyo 1964 Paralympics 
compared to the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games ?

What was life like for disabled people in 1964 Japan? What changes has Japan made to improve the lives of 
disabled people?



Tokyo 1964 Paralympic Games
Take notes on: competitor numbers, countries competing, music, flags, 
sports, opening and closing ceremonies etc.

Tokyo 1964 International Stoke Mandeville Games 

(Paralympic Games) (24:06) 

1960's Evolution of the Paralympic Games (0:50)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cW8mk2rdz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNgCuKGUFnU


Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games 

Video 3: Transforming Japan (1:34)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMOrAenofRU


Infographic: From 1964 to 2020

Create an infographic that shows the progress the Paralympic 
Games has made since 1964. 

Think about how the Paralympic Games have changed in a 
positive way since 1964. 

Some ideas include increased competitor numbers and becoming 
a global sporting event.

Include the following in your infographic:

• Symbols and images showing positive changes

• Different colours

• Captions and keywords

Paralympic Tokyo 
1964 logo ©IPC

Tokyo 2020 Paralympic 
logo @Tokyo2020



Akoranga rua / Lesson 2: 

History of the Paralympic 
Movement in Japan

Photo from 1964 ©IPC



Hei mahi / Do now: 

Write down three differences 
between the Tokyo 1964 Paralympic 

Games to the Tokyo 2020 
Paralympic Games.



History of the Paralympic Movement in Japan: From 
1964 to 2020
Reading task:

1. You will need two different coloured highlighters.

2. Read the text: History and legacy of the Paralympic 

Movement in Japan. 

3. As you are reading, highlight keywords or “evidence” 

in one colour and highlight “words I don't know” in a 

different colour.

4. Look up the definitions of words you do not know the 

meaning of.



Three-level reading guide: From 1964 to 2020
Using the text History of the Paralympic Movement in Japan:

- Complete the Three-level reading guide

- Highlight or circle the answers to each question

- For level 3 be prepared to explain and justify your answers in 
a class discussion.

Crown Prince Akihito meets teams Tokyo 
Games: Australian Paralympic Committee

Tokyo opening ceremony: Australian 
Paralympic Committee

https://www.paralympic.org.au/
https://www.paralympic.org.au/


Paragraph writing64 to 2020
Write a paragraph using the information from the reading and 
the Three-level reading guide to help you. 

Remember to include evidence to support your explanation: 

• : Describe steps (or actions) that led to the 
Paralympic Games being set up.

• : Explain how the Tokyo 1964 Paralympic Games 
has improved the lives of disabled people in Japan.



Akoranga toru / Lesson 3: 

Accessibility

Toyota E-palate: Pixabay



Hei mahi / Do now: 

Write down three interesting facts that 
you learnt from yesterday’s reading.

- Share with the person next to you

Tactile paving: Pixabay



Where in the world?
Using Google Maps select the flight option to fill in the chart

….. to Tokyo, Japan The Distance (in 
kilometres)

Flight Time Stopovers Cost of a Ticket

Auckland, New Zealand 

Canberra, Australia

Berlin, Germany

Beijing, China

Bangkok, Thailand

London, United
Kingdom

https://www.google.co.nz/maps/dir/Tokyo,+Japan/Auckland/@-0.5542461,138.88862,4z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x60188b857628235d:0xcdd8aef709a2b520!2m2!1d139.7690174!2d35.6803997!1m5!1m1!1s0x6d0d47fb5a9ce6fb:0x500ef6143a29917!2m2!1d174.7633315!2d-36.8484597!3e4


Google Maps instructions

1. Open a web browser such as Google or Microsoft Edge.
2. Search ‘Google Maps’.
3. Click on the ‘Directions’ button (white arrow, blue background).
4. Enter each capital + country in the “Starting Point”.
5. Enter Japan as the ‘Destination’.
6. Click on “Google Flights” for flight information 

(this will give you flight times, possible stopovers and cost).



Konnichi wa - you have arrived in Tokyo! 
Find the Paralympic Athletes’ Village 
1. Read through this article: Tokyo provides diverse mobility for 

Tokyo 2020.

2. Choose your favourite vehicle and explain in 3-5 sentences 
how everyone can use it (accessibility).

3. Use Google Maps to plan your route from Narita International 
Airport to the  Paralympic Athletes’ Village using your vehicle.

4. Find out the following:
✓ How long will it take? What is the distance?
✓ Which competition venues do you pass?
✓ List all major tourist and historical sites you pass by.

https://global.toyota/en/newsroom/corporate/29232815.html
https://www.google.co.nz/maps
https://www.2020games.metro.tokyo.lg.jp/eng/taikaijyunbi/taikai/map/index.html


Japan and accessible actions

1. Read the article provided by your teacher.
2. Bullet point 10 changes that have been made to improve accessibility.
3. For Y9-10: Write a paragraph explaining how these changes will increase accessibility 

for Para athletes during the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games. 

Extension or homework task
Choose an area in your town or city that you could use one of the ‘Mobility for all’ vehicles.

• What route would it take in your area?
• Draw or write down the route.
• How would it increase accessibility for people in your area? 

• Design a sign for the pick up and drop off areas of this new vehicle. Your sign should 
include: day and times of pick up/drop off, audio and visual instructions, a symbol to 
show it caters for wheelchairs and is accessible to everyone.

https://global.toyota/en/newsroom/corporate/29232815.html


Akoranga whā / Lesson 4: 

Paralympic Values

Activation fund image (unknown) @JadenMovold Nikita Howarth @Getty Images



Hei mahi / Do now: 

What is a value?

What do you value?

Why do people value different things?



International Paralympic Committee Values

Mix and match worksheet

1. Match the value, the definition and an 
example of the value together. 

2. Share your answers with the class.

Question

Can you think of any other examples or 
times you have seen each value in action? 

Write down these examples or times.
Wheel Blacks in Japan 



New Zealand Para athlete’s Values 

1. Choose one Para athlete from the 
suggestions provided and read their 
profile on Paralympics New Zealand 
(PNZ) website.

2. You can do some extra research into 
your Para athlete on your device.

3. Explain how the Para athlete is 
demonstrating or showing the 
International Paralympic Committee 
(IPC) value.

4. Draw a picture that represents or 
shows the value in action.

New Zealand Para athletes:

● Courage – Scott Martlew

● Determination – Sophie Pascoe

● Inspiration – Cameron Leslie

● Equality – Emma Foy

https://paralympics.org.nz/athlete_profile/scott-martlew-198/
https://paralympics.org.nz/athlete_profile/sophie-pascoe-paralympian-166/
https://paralympics.org.nz/athlete_profile/cameron-leslie-paralympian-164/
https://paralympics.org.nz/athlete_profile/emma-foy-194/


Instagram post

You are a world famous social media influencer. 
Create an Instagram post and caption raising 
awareness of the IPC values. 

Use the Instagram template provided or create 
your own. 

In your post, include the following:

• The four International Paralympic Committee 
(IPC) values and what they stand for.

• Four Para athletes that embody these values.

• Drawings or images of Para athletes.

Cameron Leslie @Getty Images

Sophie Pascoe @Getty Images



Akoranga rima / Lesson 5: 

Para sports

The 23 official sport pictograms of the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games
©Tokyo 2020



Hei mahi / Do now: 

1. What are the four values of the IPC?

2. Unscramble letters to reveal Para sports:

DOJU

CHERRYA

GROWIN

MINISGWM



Para sports two-page spread
You will research Para sports of the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic 
Games and create a two-page spread.
Use this link as a starting point: Paralympic Sports

1. Title, border, subheadings and images.
2. List 4-5 different Para sports that are part of the Paralympics.
3. List new Para sports that have been added for the Tokyo 2020 
Paralympics
4. Profile two Para sports and include the following:
• When was the sport introduced?
• How is it played ? 
• Is specialist equipment used?
• Two interesting facts about the Para sport

https://tokyo2020.org/en/paralympics/sports/


Akoranga ono / Lesson 6: 

New Zealand Para athletes

NZ Paralympic Team at Rio 2016 Paralympic Games 
opening ceremony @ Getty Images



Hei mahi / Do now: 

1. Name four New Zealand Para athletes.

2. If you remember, include the Para 
sport they compete in.

Scott Martlew @Getty Images Emma Foy and Hannah van Kampen, 
sighted pilot @SW Pix



New Zealand Para athletes 
Chose a female AND a male Para 
athlete who is aiming to compete in 
the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games.

Using the profile templates, create a 
profile of each Para athlete. 

Use Paralympics New Zealand 
website as a starting point for your 
research.

Para athletics team named for Rio @Getty Images 

https://paralympics.org.nz/paralympians-profiles/?order=1&games_attended=summer-paralympic-games&games_year=&medal_gained=&para_sport=&gender=&SubmitButton=Submit


Write an article for stuff.co.nz
You are a reporter for Stuff writing a feature article on the Tokyo 2020 
Paralympic Games. 

• Describe the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics (date and location, the events, 
new sports and technologies etc).

• Include information on one of the Para athletes you have researched.

• Include the medal target for New Zealand.

• Add a paragraph on the history of the Paralympics and the positive 
changes that Japan has made to its society as a result of the 
Paralympics (refer to notes from lesson 1 & 2).

• Ask a classmate to read your draft article and provide feedback on 
what you have done well and suggest some improvements.

https://www.stuff.co.nz/


Akoranga whitu/ Lesson 7: 

Mascot Someity 

Someity ©Tokyo 2020



Hei mahi / Do now: 

What symbols or colours do you think 
represent New Zealand?



Tokyo 2020 Paralympics Mascot: Someity
Someity (pronounced soh-may-tee) is a mascot with cherry 

blossom tactile sensors and superpowers. It can send and receive 

messages telepathically using the cherry blossom antennae on 

both sides of its face. It can also fly using its ichimatsu-pattern 

cloak.

Someity embodies Paralympic athletes that demonstrate 

superhuman power. Someity has a dignified inner strength and it 

also loves nature.

Someity can talk to stones and wind by using its superpower, and 

is also able to move things just by looking at them. Someity lives 

in the digital world and can move freely between there and the 

real world via the internet.

Someity  
©Tokyo 2020



What do you know about Someity?

Someity ©Tokyo 2020

Questions

1. What kinds of strength and qualities does 

Someity demonstrate?

2. How do Para athletes demonstrate these 

qualities?

3. How does Someity represent accessibility?

Video

If you have time watch Someity in action. 

YouTube video: Are you ready Someity (2:37).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzdxwj4422Q&list=LLGsbVCYeg7ZQMOPBZ_7_ztw&index=115


Design a mascot
Ever thought about designing a mascot? 

How about one to cheer on our New Zealand 
Paralympic Team on the side-lines in Japan?

We’re challenging you to design a mascot that 
could represent New Zealand and the Paralympic 
Team in the future!

Things to think about:

1) Colours and symbols of New Zealand and Japan

2) Values of the Paralympic Games

3) What qualities do Para athletes show - how can 
a mascot demonstrate those qualities? 

4) Something Japanese you could add into the 
design as a mark of respect to the host country.

Mascot checklist
❑ Mascot name
❑ Draw, design and 

colour your mascot
❑ A Japanese element

❑ Create a story about 
your mascot, their 
abilities and how they 
represent qualities of 
Para athletes.



Mascot Design Competition
We’re challenging you to design a mascot that could represent       
New Zealand and the Paralympic Team in the future!

How to enter:
• Visit the competition website
• Design your mascot on the template provided
• Entries close on 6 August 2021

Categories and prizes:
There will be a prize for the best mascot design
• Year 7-8 category 
• Year 9-10 category
Winners receive a prize pack and a class zoom call with a Para athlete. 

Note: The winning mascot image will be displayed in the New Zealand Paralympic Team Athlete Village during the 
Paralympic Games, but it is not the official mascot of the Paralympic Games. 

Social media

Share mascots on Facebook or 

Instagram.

• #PNZMascotcomp

• @paralympicsnz

• @asianewzealandfoundation

https://www.asianz.org.nz/education/mascot-design-competition/
https://www.asianz.org.nz/assets/Design-Template-FINAL-PNZ-Approved.pdf


Akoranga waru/ Lesson 8: 

Tokyo 2020 Paralympic medals and 
Athletes’ Village

Medals image ©The Tokyo Organising Committee 
of the Olympic and Paralympic Games.

Illustration of Athletes’ Village ©Tokyo 2020



Hei mahi / Do now: 

Look at Tokyo 2020 Paralympic medals. 
Write 3-5 words describing the medals or 

their design.

Medal images ©The Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games.



Paralympic Athlete’s village 
The medals 

Read article and watch video: Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games Medals

1. What are the medals made of? 

2. What are three features of the medals that demonstrate 
accessibility for all Para athletes?

3. What is uniquely Japanese about the medals and their design? 

4. How do the medals represent the International Paralympic 
Committee’s value of inspiration?

5. Write one-two sentences (using evidence from the article/video) 
explaining how the medal design represents inclusion or bringing 
para athletes together. 

Discussion: What is the future significance of the medal design for the 
Paralympic Movement?

https://architectureofthegames.net/2020-tokyo/tokyo-2020-paralympic-games-medals/


Paralympic Athlete’s village 

Ensuring 
accessibility

Paralympic Athletes’ Village

Read article from The Japan Times: 
Athletes’ Village features accessibility

• How has the Athletes’ Village been 
designed to be accessible for Para 
athletes?

• Brainstorm different ways of ensuring 
accessibility to all (this includes 
considering transportation, movement, 
visual, audio, quiet spaces, using 
technology).

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/sports/2020/01/09/olympics/athletes-village-features-accessibility-scenic-views/


Kahoot time!

Grab your device

Kahoot link: Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games  

https://create.kahoot.it/share/tokyo-2020-paralympic-games/c8a20a43-373c-42f4-bfe6-e3bc7684643e


Akoranga iwa-tekau/ Lessons 9-10: 

Ad campaign

SoG Mufti day poster @Getty Images



Hei mahi / Do now: 

Brainstorm:

What is the purpose of an advertisement (ad)?

Where can you find ads?

Advertisements



Create an ad campaign

Design an ad (poster, video, 3D model) to promote the Tokyo 
2020 Paralympics and the Spirit of Gold Mufti Day fundraiser 
to your school community.

Refer to the ‘Create an ad campaign’ handout:
Task A – Revision and research.
Task B – Design an accessible area for the Paralympic 
Athletes’ Village.
Task C – Present your work as an ad campaign.

Tokyo 2020 Paralympic logo 
@Tokyo2020

SoG Mufti day image @Getty Images



www.asianz.org.nz

www.paralympics.org.nz


